Use of Contingency Limitation 0015 Funds For Criminal Investigative Activities

AR 195-4

Background These records concern online government owned system for CIDC consisting of multiple modules for budget planning and execution, manpower POM, manpower TDA, personnel modules for civilian and military personnel, and accreditation, which have been tailored for specific use by CIDC. It provides the command with the ability to manage resources for HQ to unit level.

NOTE Use record number (RN) 25-1111 for automated system administrative reports, RN 25-1kkk for source/input records, RN 25-1mmm for system documentation and specification, and RN 25-1nnn for backup files.

RN 195-4b
Title Resource Management Online System Master File - (System Contains Privacy Data)
Authority TBD
PA TBD

Description These records contain web-based integrated resource management systems with modules that are used for budgeting, personnel, training, and agent accreditation information management.

Disposition KEN Event is after inspection and clearance by Comptroller, USACIDC. Keep in CFA until event occurs and then until no longer needed for conducting business, but not longer than 6 years after the event, then destroy.